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Vincent Vanhée, 27, of Lille, France, is a returning student with one of 

ECLEE’s international mobility programs, currently studying at Edmonds 

Community College near Seattle, Washington. In an interview in 

2012, Vanhée discusses how ECLEE has advanced his career plans and 

transformed him into a secure adult and skilled global citizen.

How did you hear about ECLEE’s International Mobility Program?

In January 2011, the situation was not good for me. I had a French diploma 
in graphic design, but like others in France, I could not find a job. I was 
unemployed for three years. One day the government unemployment 
agency suggested ECLEE’s program. I was like, seriously? America? That is 
big! I was so excited!

What kind of experiences have you had with ECLEE?

Job shadowing. We went to ten companies—big ones like REI, a video game 
company called Monolith, and Nordstrom’s—and we asked them questions.

How have those experiences been life-changing?

To be honest, when I lived in France, I was shy, nervous. During the 
ECLEE program, I discovered that I’m not afraid to talk to people—I gained 
a lot of confidence. It was also my first time living without my family.  
I did not know how to cook; now I cook and take care of myself. I also 
met my girlfriend at the home of another student’s host family. If I were 
the “me” from before, I would never have asked her out. I left France as a 
kid, and I came back as an adult.

Would you recommend ECLEE to others thinking about studying abroad?

ECLEE is a good opportunity if you have never lived abroad. You’re 
going to learn about the world and different people. People have a lot 
of differences, but a lot of common points as well. You can also learn to 
adapt and understand what you really want to be.

What makes ECLEE different from its competitors? Better?

They are not just sending students out there and not caring about them 
anymore. ECLEE presents a true international experience that includes job 
shadowing. They follow up. Their international mobility programs allow 
you to grow and get work that you like.

What is essential for today’s students to become tomorrow’s leaders?

Be intelligent—not just smart—about what you do. Work more efficiently. 
Try to innovate. Also, think about others before you think about yourself.

What is your current employment situation?

I have recently developed an original web comic and have some other 
ideas about how to stand out to employers. I am currently job shadowing 
in graphic design, and I hope to work for a company here in America.
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